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Central Africa harps are string instruments, often anthropomorphic, serving an essential cul-
tural role. Compared to pedal harps, their body is small in size with a soundboard mainly
made of animal skin and a neck made of a wood beam. In this paper, a physical model
is developed as a tool in assessing the specificities of these musical instruments, from a
vibro-acoustic perspective. The modeling strategy is based on the modal Udwadia-Kalaba
formalism which is a multibody substructuring technique. Input modal parameters of the
body and the strings are experimentally identified and the main steps of the estimation pro-
cedures are detailed. The reliability of the physical model is investigated via the comparison
between simulated and experimental data for several plucking configurations. Different hy-
potheses are assessed such as the string/neck coupling which proves to strongly influence the
dynamic response of the body when there is a coincidence between string and neck modal
frequencies. The inclusion of geometrical nonlinearities proves to be of major importance,
even for a weak plucking, as it allows qualitative representation of phantom partials in the
simulations. Overall, physical simulations of the soundboard motion are in good agreement
with measurements indicating that characteristic features of the instrument are captured.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Central Africa harps are string instruments, often
anthropomorphic, with an important symbolic represen-
tation in therapeutic practices and social activities such
as initiation rites1. These instruments reveal a great
diversity in terms of repertoires, designations and mor-
phological and acoustic characteristics, as much nowa-
days as under historical form in museums. Despite this
diversity, different studies have shown that groupings
are possible based on organological, ethnomusicological
and linguistic descriptors2. A preliminary vibro-acoustic
study based on 3 Gabonese harps has been published3,
the ratio of eigenfrequencies showed that 2 harps have a
plate-like vibratory behavior while that of the third harp
was membrane-like. In the continuity of this work, the
present paper deals with the development of a physical
model as a tool in assessing the specificities of a Central
Africa harp, from a vibro-acoustic perspective.

From a design perspective, Central Africa harps con-
sist in four key components: the 5 to 11 strings, the
neck, the soundboard and the soundbox. The soundbox
is made of a tree trunk hollowed out using manual tools
such as an ax, a machete or a chisel. The strings are
bound, at one end, to wooden tuning pegs going across
the neck, and at the other, coupled to the soundboard,
through a tailpiece placed under it. Among constitutive
materials, regarding the soundboard, the most common
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is animal skin, such as antelope or gazelle, but speci-
mens were also found with a metal sheet or a plastic
tarpaulin. Strings were formerly made of animal gut or
plant based materials but harp-makers have now moved
to fishing lines made of nylon. In this paper, a harp from
the Fang ethnic group is studied as it gives a good repre-
sentation of Central Africa harps in term of dimensions
and sophistication of assembly. It is presented in playing
conditions in Fig 1(a). Its soundboard is covered with a
coat of white paint and measures approximately 50 cm
of high and 10 cm to 3 cm of width with a trapezoidal
shape. Its neck of length 45 cm is fitted in the top of the
soundbox and tied to it with a metallic wire.

The literature on the acoustics of the harp includes
a wide range of studies of which an overview is given by
Waltham4. A study of the strings/soundboard coupling5

has shown the crucial relation between the position of
antinodes of soundboard’s mode shapes, the strings’ at-
tachment points and the evolution of strings’ and sound-
board’s modal frequencies regarding the evenness of
sound production over all strings. This coupling was also
investigated in the context of sympathetic vibrations be-
tween strings by developing an analytical model6. The
latter highlighted the presence of string-string modes in
the complete structure. Another recent study7 focused
on the existence of a characteristic ”harp sound” and
sought its origins in the unusual physical configuration
with respect to other plucked-string instruments. A non-
linear model of string/soundboard coupling allowed to
point out the strong influence of the string/soundboard
angle on the sound through the excitation of longitudi-
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nal string vibrations. This phenomena was studied ear-
lier by Boutillon8 as a general feature of stiff strings.
The coupling between the soundboard and the air cav-
ity inside the soundbox in the low frequency range has
been studied in the case of a Camac Atlantide Prestige
concert harp9. Global modes associated with breathing
modes of the cavity were shown to be the most impor-
tant acoustically. Above the modal frequencies of these
modes, the modal behavior of the uncoupled soundboard
remains but is shifted up in frequency5. Another work
found the sound radiation from concert harps to be om-
nidirectional below 200 Hz and becoming more complex
with increasing frequency10,11. Finally, string choice was
also addressed12,13 in term of constitutive material prop-
erties and gauge of plain strings.

With a view to developing a physical model allowing
to study the influence of coupling conditions at the string
ends in multiple polarizations, different methods have
shown promising results. Woodhouse14 compared dif-
ferent formulations (both in time and frequency domain)
when applied to the case of plucked guitar strings, he
emphasized the simplicity and efficiency of the frequency
domain formulation by means of a coupling admittance.
Although this avoids the need for a proper modal pa-
rameters estimation of substructures, a frequency do-
main formulation is not suited for nonlinear behaviors. In
the time domain, Antunes and Debut recently adapted
the Udwadia-Kalaba (U-K) formulation15,16, originally
suited for rigid multibody systems, to flexible coupled
systems by describing them through their uncoupled
modal basis17. Recent studies showed the ability of this
formulation to include string nonlinearities18 (guitar),
collisions19 and sympathetic vibrations20 in the case of
the clavichord. Following these results, it seemed appro-
priate to include multiple string polarizations as well as
coupling with the instrument’s body at both ends. It
should be noted that other approaches based on finite
differences/elements exist in the literature21 but are not
in the frame of the present study.

The paper is structured as follows: first, section II
presents the harp model in terms of the U-K modal for-
malism, followed by the approach considered to take into
account geometrical nonlinearities. Section III then deals
with the modal parameters estimation of the harp body
and the strings which are input parameters of the model.
This includes the description of the identification proce-
dures and the experimentally identified modal parame-
ters. Finally, in section IV, numerical simulations are
confronted to measurements with a view to validating
the harp model. The latter is then used to determine
characteristic features responsible for the vibro-acoustic
signature of the instrument.

II. HARP MODEL

In this section, the harp model, which will lead to
the simulations of section IV, is presented. The sub-
structuring concept on which it relies is of particular
interest for its ability to study each instrument-making

(a)
(b)

Figure 1. (Color online) (a) Central Africa harp (Fang eth-

nic group) in playing condition; (b) 3D mesh of the physical

model. The local coordinate system illustrates strings’ polar-

izations.

component independently. In the frame of this study, the
harp is split into 2 groups: the Ns strings and the body
(including the neck, the soundboard and the soundbox)
as represented in Fig. 1(b). The strings are further de-
composed into two categories, each correspond to a trans-
verse polarization of vibration. The following notations
are used: s denotes the sth string, W denotes any string
transverse polarization; B denotes the body with b for
the tailpiece and n for the neck; θn,s and θb,s denote the
angles that makes the sth string with, respectively, the
neck and the tailpiece. The harp model presented below
will allow to test different hypothesis regarding the in-
fluence of strings’ features such as string/neck coupling,
the number of vibrating polarizations and the inclusions
of geometrical nonlinearities.

A. General U-K formalism

Let x(t) represent the response of a discrete me-
chanical system of mass matrix M, which consists of
L constrained sub-systems via constraining forces Fc,
subjected to constraint-independent forces F. Udwadia-
Kalaba formulation (U-K) derives from

Mẍ = F(x, ẋ, t) + Fc(x, ẋ, t). (1)

Constraining forces can be expressed through Lagrange
multipliers22 λ as

Fc = −ATλ with Aẍ = b (2)

where A is the constraint Jacobian matrix, associated
with b a vector function of the motion, corresponding to
a system of P constraints in terms of accelerations.
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The main result from Udwadia and Kalaba15,16 re-
sides in the explicit expression of the constraining forces,
leading to the dynamic response of the constrained sys-
tem from the unconstrained one xu to which a correction
is added

ẍ = ẍu︸︷︷︸
M−1F

+ M−1/2B†(b−Aẍu)︸ ︷︷ ︸
M−1Fc

(3)

with B† denoting the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse of
B = AM−1/2.

From this point, Antunes & Debut17 adapted the U-
K formulation to continuous flexible systems by means of
modal coordinates. In a similar manner to Eq. 3, they
obtained, in the modal space, the following expression for
the modal response q of the constrained system

q̈ = q̈u +M−1/2B†(b−Aq̈u). (4)

qu being the modal response of the unconstrained
system, M the modal mass matrix, A = AΦ the modal
constraint Jacobian matrix, Φ a matrix containing the
mode shapes of all subsystems on its diagonal and
B = AM−1/2.

Thus, if we further details the assembly of vectors
and matrices in Eq. 4, we obtain

q =


q1

...

qL

 , qu =


q1u
...

qLu

 ,M =


M1 · · · 0

...
. . .

...

0 · · · ML

 ,A =


A1

...

AP


(5)

where the modal response of a specific unconstrained sys-
tem of modal mass, damping and stiffness matrices M s,
Cs and Ks, subjected to modal forces F s

ext, is given by

q̈lu =
(
M l
)−1 (−Clq̇l −Klql + F l

ext

)
. (6)

B. Application to the harp

Substructuring the harp as described above, the fully
coupled model consists in 3 systems. The first two sub-
systems correspond to the Ns strings in both polariza-
tions (denoted, respectively, X and Z). The last one
refers to the harp body (denoted B). Depending on the
different strings’ coupling conditions included, the mode
shapes of the soundboard and the neck can have compo-
nents in multiple spatial directions. To allow for the cou-
pling of the strings to the body at both ends, the modal
basis of a free-free string is considered. Mode shapes φW

k
are thus written

φW
k (y) = cos

(
kπy

L

)
, k = 0, ..., NW − 1. (7)

From Eq. 6, the modal response of the unconstrained
subsystems of the full harp model is
q̈Xu
q̈Zu
q̈Bu

 =

MX 0 0

0 MZ 0

0 0 MB


−1−

CX 0 0

0 CZ 0

0 0 CB



q̇Xu
q̇Zu
q̇Bu


−

KX 0 0

0 KZ 0

0 0 KB



qXu
qZu
qBu

+


FX
ext

FZ
ext

0


 .

(8)

Then the different boundary conditions of the strings
are taken into account through the modal constraint Ja-
cobian matrix A as described in Eq. 10. First, let us
define mode shape amplitudes in the polarization W:

• φWs

b of the sth string at the tailpiece

• φWs
n of the sth string at the neck

• φWb
s of the tailpiece at the sth string

• φWn
s of the neck at the sth string.

Figure 2 shows a comparison of direct and cross ac-
celerance measured at the attachment point of the 8th

string on the soundboard. One should notice that the
difference in magnitude between AZ/FZ and AX/FX is
approximately 10 to 50 dB for frequencies below 1600
Hz (indicated by the vertical gray dashed line), except
for a resonance at 108 Hz and around 600 Hz and 1100
Hz. The same remark can be made about AX/FZ despite
a closer trend. Considering the difficulties occurring in
the identification of tangential mode shape components
of the soundboard, in the following it is assumed that
strings/soundboard coupling only occurs in the perpen-
dicular direction to the soundboard.

Figure 2. (Color online) Comparison of direct and cross accel-

erances on the soundboard at the attachment point of the 8th

string. The direct accelerance in the perpendicular direction

Z is denoted AZ/FZ, the one in the tangential direction X is

denoted AX/FX and the cross accelerance is denoted AX/FZ.

Coupling conditions between the strings and the
body are thus written at the acceleration level

φXs

b q̈Xs

φXs
n q̈Xs

φZs

b q̈
Zs

φZs
n q̈

Zs

 =


0

φXn
s q̈B

cos(θb,s)φ
Zb
s q̈

B

cos(θn,s)φ
Zn
s q̈B

 , s = 1, ..., Ns. (9)
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Using a matrix formulation, this set of equation can
be restated to show the corresponding modal constraint
Jacobian matrix A

Aq̈ =


ΦX

b 0 0

ΦX
n 0 −ΦXn

0 ΦZ
b −ΦZb cos(Θb)

0 ΦZ
n −ΦZn cos(Θn)



q̈X

q̈Z

q̈B

 =


0

0

0

 (10)

with the following mode shapes matrices

ΦW
∗ =


φW1
∗ · · · 0
...

. . . 0

0 0 φ
WNs
∗

 ,ΦZ∗ =


φZ∗

1
...

φZ∗
Ns

 (11)

and

Θ∗ =


θ∗,1 · · · 0

...
. . . 0

0 0 θ∗,Ns

 , ∗ can be either n or b. (12)

As a remark, setting ΦZn and ΦXn to the null matrix
leads to rigid boundary conditions at the neck for the
strings which will be done in section IV.

The combination of Eqs. 8 and 10 in Eq. 4 forms
the fully coupled harp model.

C. String geometrical nonlinearities

Nonlinear polarization coupling in string vibrations
have been observed in many musical instruments either
due to high initial string displacement or to coupling
with the instrument body. This is particularly likely
to happen in Central Africa harps since in several cer-
emonies, the harp is at the center of a musical piece,
accompanied by percussion instruments, and has to be
distinguishable which requires the harpist to play louder
by strongly plucking the strings. Soundboard accelera-
tion responses (to a plucking performed by a Gabonese
harpist) indeed revealed a non-negligible pitch glide, right
after the plucking. In order to include these nonlinear
phenomenons in our physical model, Kirchhoff-Carrier
model23,24 is implemented.

1. Transverse polarizations coupling

This model relies on the fact that when the speed of
longitudinal waves is much larger than that of the trans-
verse ones (ES � T0) the dynamic tension induced by
the transverse displacement is uniform along the string.
The free transverse vibrations of such a string obey the
following equation23,24

ρS
∂2W

∂t2
= [T0 + Tdyn]

∂2W

∂y2
(13)

with the dynamic tension

Tdyn =
ES

2L

∫
L

(
∂X

∂y

2

+
∂Z

∂y

2)
dy . (14)

The nonlinear forcing term induced by the dynamic
tension in Eq. 13 is projected on the modal basis by

fWk =

∫
L

[
Tdyn

∂2W

∂y2

]
φW

k dy. (15)

Combining Eqs. 15, 14 and 7, for mode k, leads to

fWk = −ESπ
4

8L3
k2qWk

[
NX−1∑
m=0

(
m qXm

)2
+

NZ−1∑
m=0

(
m qZm

)2]
(16)

with NX and NZ the number of modes describing string
polarizations X and Z.

The modal nonlinear efforts can be assembled to the

global vector FW
nl =

{
fW1 · · · fWNW

}T

and included in

the model for a given string as

FWs
ext = FWs

exc + FWs

nl . (17)

The term FWs
exc corresponds to the modal excitation

force vector applied on the sth string in the generic
polarization W.

2. Approximation of longitudinal polarization’s influ-
ence

Longitudinal string vibrations have been shown
to strongly influence the sound signature of several
instruments7,25,26. As a simple approach, a one way cou-
pling of the (pinned-pinned) string polarization Y with
the body is included through the application of the lon-
gitudinal force, at both string ends, as an external force
on the body after proper projection. Given the free-free
boundary conditions of string transverse polarizations,
the slope at each end is null which implies that the lon-
gitudinal force is simply the dynamic tension Tdyn.

Now that the model is derived, one still need to de-
termine realistic input parameters of the unconstrained
strings and the body of the harp. This issue is dealt with
in the next section.

III. MODAL PARAMETERS ESTIMATION

As discussed in section II, to simulate the vibratory
behavior of the full harp, modal parameters of each sub-
system have to be known before the application of cou-
plings. Regarding the uncoupled strings (free-free bound-
ary conditions), analytical solutions are well known in
the literature and will be recalled in subsection III B.
However, the complexity of constitutive materials of the
body makes an analytical approach not an option. Thus,
modal parameters are instead obtained via experimen-
tal modal analysis whose steps, in terms of experimental
configuration and signal processing, are described in the
next subsection.
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Figure 3. (Color online) Experimental setup. A○: Automatic

hammer; B○: Accelerometers; C○: Strip of felt; D○: Bungee

cord.

A. Modal analysis of the body

1. Experimental setup

The experimental setup shown in Fig. 3 consists in
the harp hanging by means of bungee cords to approx-
imate free boundary conditions. Strings are mounted
on the harp in order to keep the static coupling with
the body but a strip of felt is intertwined with them
to dampen their transverse vibrations. The vibratory
behavior of the body is obtained through frequency re-
sponse functions (FRF) measured using a roving auto-
matic impact hammer (force sensor PCB 086E80) and
three reference accelerometers (PCB M352C65) placed
at the coupling point of the fourth string with the neck,
at the coupling of the eighth string with the tailpiece and
in the middle of the back of the soundbox as shown in
Fig. 3. The harp is impacted over the full body creating
a mesh of 68 points (soundboard: 21, neck: 6, soundbox:
41) in order to visualize the mode shapes at the end of
the modal parameters estimation procedure.

2. Modal parameters estimation

The identification procedure aims to determine the
modal parameters required for the Udwadia-Kalaba
modal formulation: natural frequency, modal damping
factor, modes and modal mass. A detailed description of
the different steps seems appropriate to the authors with
specific attention paid to the estimation of mode shapes
and modal masses. This procedure is divided into two
points: firstly, poles are identified using a discrete-time-
z-model and secondly mode shapes and modal masses are
calculated using a continuous pole-residue model.

a. Poles identification. Poles are identified via the
Linear Square Complex Frequency estimator27 (LSCF)
using a discrete-time z-model of order m.

H(z) =

m∑
k=0

Azk

m∑
k=0

Bzk
with zk = ej k ω dt (18)

where H(z) is a vector of measured frequency response
functions in the frequency range [fstart, fend], dt =
1/(2 (fend − fstart)) and ω the natural frequency vector.
A and B are coefficient vectors to be estimated. Poles
are then obtained from the companion matrix built from
the denominator coefficient vector B.

b. Mode shapes and modal masses identification.

Residues are identified using the Least Square Fre-
quency Domain estimator27 (LSFD). Assuming a
viscous structural damping, the frequency response
function between an acceleration sensor located at point
i and an actuator located at point j can be written for n
modes using the so-called pole-residue model including
lower (LR) and upper (UR) residual terms

Hij(s) = s2

[
n∑

k=1

rijk
s− λk

+
r∗ijk
s− λ∗k

+
LRij

s
+ URij

]
(19)

where s = jω is the Laplace variable. ∗ denotes the com-

plex conjugate. rijk and λk = ωk

(
−ξk ± j

√
1− ξ2k

)
are

the residue and the pole of the kth mode respectively.
In practice, the complex residues rijk and the upper and
lower residual terms LRij and URij are obtained by solv-
ing the linear least squares problem for each value of s
and using the identified physical poles.

Complex mode shape ψk can be estimated, using
residues of Eq. 19 by means of the singular value de-
composition technique Rk = UkΣkVT

k
27. The complex

residues matrix Rk, for each mode k, is defined by

Rk =


r11k · · · r1nak

...
. . .

...

rns1k · · · rnsnak

 (20)

where ns and na are, respectively, the number of sensors
and actuators. Assuming the rank of Rk is 1 (i.e. only
one singular value of Σk different from zero), the first
column of Uk represents the complex mode shape vector
ψk and the first row of VT

k represents the modal partic-

ipation factor. Scaled complex modes ψ̃k = ψkS
−1/2
k are

obtained by solving a linear least squares problem on the
diagonal scaling matrix Sk to verify the normalization
property ψ̃ikψ̃jk = rijk for each mode k. This allows to
approximate mass normalized real modes φk

28 using

φk = <

(
ψ̃k

√
2jωk

√
1− ξ2k

)
. (21)
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In order to check mass normalization, Eq. 19 can be
written using real modes at point i and j defined by φik

and φjk as follows

Hij(s) = s2

[
n∑

k=1

φikφjk

mk (s2 + 2sξkωk + ω2
k)

+
LRij

s
+ URij

]
(22)

where mk is the modal mass of mode k depending on the
normalization of the modes. Moreover, assuming propor-
tional damping (i.e. pure imaginary residue) and using
the definition of the poles, Eq. (19) can be rewritten

Hij(s) = s2

[
n∑

k=1

−2=(λk)=(rijk)

s2 + 2sξkωk + ω2
k

+
LRij

s
+ URij

]
.

(23)
Eqs. (23) and (22) thus allow to calculate the kth modal
mass mk using

mk = − φikφjk

2=(λk)=(rijk)
= − φikφjk

2ωk

√
1− ξ2k =(rijk)

. (24)

In practice, Eq. (24) is written for all the measured fre-
quency response functions (i ∈ [1, ns] and j ∈ [1, na]) and
modal mass are obtained by solving a linear least squares
problem for each mode k. This procedure gives a crite-
rion to assess the accuracy of estimated mode shapes.
If estimated modal masses are not unitary, real mode
shapes are found to be biased.

3. Results

Figure 4 shows reference measurements (collocated
accelerance at the 3 accelerometers locations) as well as
the reconstructed ones from the estimated modal param-
eters (see Fig. 5) using Eq. 22. The frequency axis
is limited to [50,1200] Hz since no satisfactory identifi-
cation was obtained above. It appears that some modes
are missing on certain reconstructions (indicated by black
dots) suggesting a bias in the poles identified by LSCF.
However, this comparison between measured and recon-
structed collocated accelerance gives us confidence in the
estimated modal parameters to represent satisfactorily
the dynamic behavior of the Fang harp, considering the
complexity of this musical instrument.

These modal parameters are given in Fig. 5. Most
mode shapes of the full body are combinations of modes
of the separated elements. For example, the soundboard
exhibits a membrane-like behavior3 with bending and
rolling modes, while the neck behaves like a fixed-free
beam. Modes 2 and 3 exhibit very similar mode shapes
which indicates the presence of a vibroacoustic coupling
between the first soundboard modes (with a closed cav-
ity) and the first acoustic mode of the cavity inside the
soundbox9. Modes with a contribution in terms of the
first rolling mode for the soundboard are expected to be
very weakly coupled to the strings due to the presence
of a nodal line covering the attachment points. On the
other hand, for the second and third bending mode con-
tributions (modes 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and 7), the attachment

Figure 4. (Color online) Measured and reconstructed col-

located accelerances on the soundboard, the neck and the

soundbox of the Fang harp. Black dots indicate resonances

missing in the reconstructions; Stars and vertical bars indi-

cate modal frequencies of the 8th and 5th strings, each tuned

at 149.4 Hz and 192.6 Hz.

points move in phase which may favor sympathetic cou-
pling between the strings. The same remark can be made
about mode 14 for which the string/soundboard coupling
points are split in two groups moving in opposite phase.
Looking at Fig. 4, it appears indeed that second and
third bending modes contribute the most to the response
of the soundboard at the attachment point of the 8th

string.
Figure 6 shows the amplitude of body mode shapes

at the attachment points of the 8th and 5th strings used
in later simulations.

B. Modal analysis of the strings

Stiff string’s modal parameters are known29 from
second order analytical models. The modal mass, natural
frequency and modal damping are expressed for a given
vibration mode of order k and free-free boundary condi-
tions, mk = ρπa2L/(2− δ0k), ωW

k = (kπ/L)ct
√

1 + EIk2

and ck = 2mkξkωk. L is the length of the string, a
its radius, ρ its density, ct its transverse wave velocity,
E∗ = E(1 + jηE) the complex Young modulus, I the
moment of inertia and ξk the modal damping factor. δ0k
is the Dirac function equal to 1 for k = 0 and 0 otherwise.

A model proposed by Woodhouse30 is considered in
our model to take into account damping mechanisms.
Energy losses are split into three main categories: loss
by coupling to the body, internal loss from the viscoelac-
tic behavior and loss due to air friction. Associated
loss factors for a string of fundamental frequency f1 are
expressed30

ηbodyk =
4ρLf1a

2

kZbody
, ηbendk =

EηEIpk
2

T
,

ηairk =
ρa
ρ

2
√

2M + 1

M2
with M =

a

2

√
2πfk
ηa

.

(25)

pk is the wavenumber associated with mode k. ρa and ηa
are, respectively, the density and the cinematic viscosity
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Figure 5. (Color online) Experimentally identified mode

shapes of a Fang harp. Black circles indicate strings’ attach-

ment points.

of air. Zbody is the average resistance felt by the string
at its boundaries.

The modal quality factor and modal damping factor
for mode k are thus

Qk =
1

ηbodyk + ηbendk + ηairk

and ξk =
1

2Qk
. (26)

Figure 6. (Color online) Amplitude of neck and soundboard

mode shapes at the attachment point of the 8th and 5th strings

in X and Z string polarizations.

Quantities involved in this damping model can be
easily obtained from geometrical measurements or im-
posed numerically. A starting value of ηE to be adjusted
in the simulations is obtained, together with Zbody, by
curve fitting this model to experimental data. The data
are obtained from string displacement measurements on
a string bench using optical forks31 mounted close to one
end and a wire-break plucking at the other end. The
high resolution algorithm ESPRIT32,33 is then used to
estimate modal quality factors and eigenfrequencies.

IV. PHYSICAL SIMULATIONS AND EXPLOITATION

1. Simulation parameters

In this section, the validity of the physical model is
investigated via the comparison between simulated and
experimental data. A velocity verlet finite difference
scheme17 is used to solve for the dynamic response of
unconstrained components of the model (Eq. 8). A sam-
pling frequency of 400 kHz alongside 150 modes for each
string polarization proved to be sufficient to achieve con-
vergence. The experimental data consists in the accelera-
tion signal measured on the Fang harp at the attachment
point of the 8th string on the soundboard. When a string
was plucked, the other strings were damped using a strip
of felt as shown in Fig. 3.

In all later simulations, the plucking is represented
in the model by a point force whose temporal envelop is
a ramp of 2 seconds with an instantaneous return to 0
N. No improvement could be noticed when considering a
more realistic time distribution. The adjustment variable
is the maximal amplitude.

The string tension is adjusted in the model to match
the tuning frequency of 153 Hz for the 8th string and
192.6 Hz for the 5th string. A value of 7.4 Gpa is used for
Young modulus. Geometrical parameters of the strings
used in the physical simulations are listed in table I.
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R (mm) L (cm) θn,8 (°) θb,8 (°) θn,5 (°) θb,5 (°)

0.41 69.8 — 57.3 25.6 41.0 41.4 25.5

Table I. Geometrical parameters of the 8th and 5th.

2. Cases investigated

In section IV 3, four model/measurement compar-
isons are presented for the following experimental config-
urations:

(i) the 8th string is excited at its center, in its trans-
verse direction Z, by means of a breaking wire (0.9
mm in diameter),

(ii) the 5th string is excited at the third (from the
soundboard), with a 45° angle with respect to the
Z string polarization, by means of a breaking wire
(0.9 mm in diameter),

(iii) same as case (i) but the breaking wire excitation is
replaced by a forefinger plucking to include the low-
pass filtering induced by the spatial distribution of
the plucking,

(iv) the 8th string is now strongly plucked at the third
(from the soundboard), with a 45° angle with re-
spect to the Z string polarization, by a forefinger
plucking to get closer to playing conditions.

3. Exploitation

In order to assess the influence of the different hy-
potheses available in our model, several simulated signals
for case (i), with an increasing degree of complexity, are
compared to a measurement in Fig. 7.

Independently of the hypotheses included in the sim-
ulation a good agreement is found for waveforms in Fig.
7(a) except for an increasing phase shift and the obvious
difference in amplitude of high frequencies in the raw
measurement. As visible on the spectra (figure 7(b)),
the most basic simulation (F-P) presents a difference
in inharmonicity and an important gap in amplitude of
resonance peaks above 2 kHz. Another difference may
be noticed about several resonance peaks visible in the
measurement but absent of the simulation. For exam-
ple, the amplitude of the second string partial which is
well present in the measurement is approximately 16 dB
lower in the modeled signal. This indicates the presence
of phantom partials and clearly underlines the necessity
for a nonlinear string model.

When the linear string model is replaced by the
Kirchhoff-Carrier model, the inharmonicity of the sim-
ulation is fixed and subtle peaks appear in the vicinity of
string modes, however the 16 dB difference around the
second string mode is not rectified is visible in Fig. 7(c).
To remedy this, the dynamic string tension presented in
section II C is applied as an external force on the sound-
board (after proper projection using θb,8). This results
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Figure 7. (Color online) Measurement/simulation compari-

son of soundboard acceleration at the attachment point of

the 8th string plucked at the center in the direction Z with a

breaking wire. (a) Waveforms; (b) Spectra; (c) Zoom of spec-

tra between 0 and 1200 Hz. Vertical dashed lines indicate

frequencies of even numbered phantom partials. F-P denotes

a string/body coupling only at the soundboard; Nl denotes

the inclusion of Kirchhoff-Carrier string model; pX denotes

the presence of the transverse polarization X; Tdyn denotes

the application of the dynamic string tension on the body;

3.4 kHz indicates the expansion of the modal basis of the

body from a truncation at 1800 Hz to 3400 Hz; F-F denotes

a string/body coupling at the soundboard (in the Z polariza-

tion) and the neck (in Z and X polarizations).

in the generation of some phantom partials which were
missing up to now, indicated by vertical black dashed
lines in Figs. 7(b) and 7(c), and the removal of the 16
dB gap previously mentioned. These observations high-
light the validity of the approach presented in section
II C 2.

In an attempt to correct the trend in the amplitude
of string’s resonances, the modal basis of the harp body
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is expanded by including roughly identified modes in the
frequency range [1.8, 3.4] kHz (no satisfying identification
was achieved above 3.4 kHz). Indeed, the soundboard
being driven by the force exerted by the string at the at-
tachment point, an underestimation of the driving point
accelerance will inevitably lead to an underestimation of
its dynamic response. A study of the clavichord19 based
on the U-K formalism confirmed the strong influence of
modal truncation on the high frequency content of phys-
ical simulations. As shown in Figs. 7(a) and 7(b), the
same observation is made in the case of the Fang harp,
it is clearly visible both in time and frequency domains
despite the poor comparison between measured and re-
constructed driving point accelerances (see Fig. 8). It
should be noted that while the average spectral slope
gets closer to the one of the measurement, the amplitude
of some phantom partials is also substantially improved
(for example at 2730 Hz, 3030 Hz) and at the same time
undesired resonances appear in the frequency range of
the added body modes.

Figure 8. (Color online) Comparison between measured and

reconstructed collocated accelerances on the soundboard at

the attachment point of the 8th string.

Finally, the inclusion of string/neck coupling in the
Z polarization only slightly improves the amplitude of
string partials, at least for the configuration studied here
as shown in Fig. 7(c). Indeed, as visible on mode shapes
presented in Fig. 5, neck displacement is mainly small at
the attachment point of the 8th string when soundboard
shapes do not correspond to first rolling mode contri-
butions. For the same reason, no improvement appears
when a second transverse polarization is included espe-
cially since the plucking is contained in the string plane.

However, when considering case (ii) the influence
of string/neck coupling is more pronounced. Figure 9
shows three simulations of the soundboard acceleration
response at the 8th string attachment position against a
measurement. When coupling only the X string polar-
ization, body mode contributions at 218 Hz, 238 Hz, 356
Hz and 1210 Hz are improved but the amplitude of string
partials seems rather unchanged. The coupling of the Z
polarization appears to be the most influential given that
in neatly corrects the 4th string partial amplitude whose
modal frequency is in the vicinity of a strong resonance of
the neck (795 Hz). Differences between simulation and
measurement remain regarding the amplitude of string

Measurement

F-F, Nl, pX, T
dyn

, 3.4 kHzF-P, Nl, pX, T
dyn

, 3.4 kHz

F-F
X
, Nl, pX, T

dyn
, 3.4 kHz

Figure 9. (Color online) Spectra of the soundboard accelera-

tion at the attachment point of the 8th for a plucking applied

on the 5th string at the third in the direction XZ with a

breaking wire. F-FX denotes a string/body coupling at the

soundboard (in the Z polarization) and the neck (in the X

polarization).

partials of order multiple of three which highlights the
limits of the present implementation of string nonlinear-
ities.

As a next step in assessing the model, case (iii) is in-
vestigated. Two model/measurement comparisons in the
time-frequency domain are shown in Fig. 10 to study
the relation between the plucking force and the genera-
tion of phantom partials. For all plucking forces, again a
good agreement with the measurement is observed, how-
ever, differences in decay time are visible, especially in
the vicinity of components where phantom partials are
expected. Moreover, these differences in decay time go
along with a beating in the measurement which is mostly
well reproduced by the model for even numbered partials
(indicated by white arrows) but absent for odd numbered
partials (indicated by gray arrows) or masked by the lin-
early excited ones. The roughly identified body modes
above 1800 Hz are probably part of the reason for this
observation. Added to this is the efficient but simplistic
string model proposed by Kirchhoff and Carrier that it
would be interesting to compare to more elaborate mod-
els taking into account the spatial variation of the dy-
namic string tension. It is worth noting that, despite
preceding observations, the harp model successfully rep-
resent the evolution of nonlinear phenomenon with the
plucking force.

The final step deals with the assessment of pitch glide
effects in the simulated response of the harp for case
(iv). A comparison of spectrograms between modeled
and measured acceleration signals is presented in Fig.
11(a). This representation clearly shows the presence of
a dynamic string tension in the model which appears to
be of the same order of magnitude as in the measurement.
To give a better idea of the amount of pitch variation, a
zoom on the 5th string partial is displayed in Fig. 11(b).
It is noticeable that the model accurately represents the
pitch variation induced by the increase in mean tension,
at least for the range of excitation force investigated in
this study which is up to 2 N. Important amplitude dif-
ferences are visible for partials whose order is a multiple
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Figure 10. (Color online) Spectrograms of the soundboard

acceleration at the attachment point of the 8th string plucked

at the center with the finger in the direction Z for two plucking

forces. White and gray arrows indicate, respectively, even

numbered and odd numbered phantom partials. Each plot

shows a range of 60 dB. The plucking force indicated in the

top left corner of each comparison is estimated by adjusting

the amplitude of the simulations to the measurement.

of 3. Considering the plucking position, those compo-
nents should not be present in the case of a linear string.
This amplitude error thus probably indicates the limit of
the Kirchhoff-Carrier approach.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper develops a physical model with a view
to understanding the main features responsible for the
sound signature of Central Africa harps. The instru-
ment is treated as a multibody structure consisting in
the strings and the body under point coupling using the
modal U-K formalism. First, the mathematical frame-
work of the model is presented, including the dynamics
of the uncoupled subsystems as well as conditions of con-
tinuity at the soundboard and at the neck. A modal
formulation of the Kirchhoff-Carrier string model allows
to take into account string geometrical nonlinearities.
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Figure 11. (Color online) Spectrograms of the soundboard

acceleration at the attachment point of the 8th string plucked

at the third with the finger in the direction XZ. (a) First 10

string partials; (b) Zoom on the 5th string partial. Each plot

shows a range of 53 dB. The white dashed lines indicate the

frequency of string partials just after the plucking to highlight

the increasing shift with time.

Details regarding strings and body modal parameters
estimation procedure are then addressed with a special
attention to the estimation of mode shapes and modal
masses (as those details seem to be frequently missing in
musical acoustic literature). Body modes experimentally
identified, on a harp from the Fang ethnic group, reveal
the presence of a well known vibroacoustic coupling be-
tween the soundboard and the air cavity. Moreover, the
soundboard exhibits a membrane-like behavior while the
neck is similar to a fixed-free beam.

Finally, numerical simulations are confronted with
experimental data, for different levels of complexity, to
assess the harp model. The inclusion of geometrical non-
linearities in the string behavior proves to be important
on two aspects. First, it allows to accurately model the
initial pitch glide in the string partials observed in the
measurements. Secondly, it results in the generation of
some phantom partials in the vicinity of linearly excited
ones of odd number, as predicted by earlier studies of
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piano strings. Most importantly, when the variation in
mean string tension is applied on the body, a new set of
phantom partials appears around even numbered string
modes. This represents a first key point in this work
and confirms published results regarding the influence
of nonlinearly excited longitudinal string modes on the
generation of phantom partials. Next, as already ob-
served in a study of the clavichord, the truncation of the
modal basis of the body highly affects the high frequency
content of physical simulations. Lastly, the second key
point of this paper lies in the technical achievement of in-
cluding the string/neck coupling in two transverse polar-
izations using the modal U-K formalism. This coupling
shows a strong influence when there is a coincidence be-
tween string and neck modal frequencies. Overall, the
harp model is able to simulate waveforms in very good
agreement with the measurement and already represents
a useful tool to investigate characteristic features of Cen-
tral Africa harps.

The present state of the model is promising and rep-
resentative of several physical features of a harp from
Central Africa. However, as reveled by the confrontation
with the measurements, ways of improvements are still to
be considered. The most obvious limitation comes from
modal truncation, induced by difficulties during experi-
mental modal analysis. There exists methods to correct
effects introduced by modal truncation in other substruc-
turing approaches and their adaptation to the U-K for-
malism would be definitively beneficial. It would also be
interesting to implement other nonlinear string models in
order to improve the amplitude of some phantom partials
and compare their range of validity. Lastly, the current
plucking model is very simple and a more realistic finger
model should be implemented to accurately represent the
interaction of the harpist with the instrument.
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